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In the early morning hours of June 6, 1944, an armada of 7,000 ships carrying 160,000 Allied
troops stormed the beaches of Nazi-occupied France. Up until then the Allied forces had
suffered serious defeats, yet D -Day, as the invasion was called, spelled the beginning of the end
for Nazi Germany and the Third Reich. Readers will dive into the heart of the action and discover
how it was planned and carried out and how it overwhelmed the Germans who had been tricked
into thinking the attack would take place elsewhere. D-Day was a major turning point in World
War II and hailed as one of the greatest military attacks of all time.

About the AuthorCarolyn Graham is the creator of Jazz Chants, which connect the rhythm of
spoken American English to the beatof jazz. She developed the technique of jazz chanting
during her twenty-five years of teaching ESL in the American Language Institute of New York
University. Ms. Graham is the author ofnumerous Jazz Chants books, all published by Oxford
University Press.
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hours before dawn, a giant war fleet was sailing across the English Channel to France. There
were over 5,000 ships and boats of all shapes and sizes. More than 155,000 soldiers were on
board—mostly American, British, and Canadian. They were called the Allies. Allies means
friends joined together in a cause.Another huge Allied force had just flown over the channel to
France, filling 11,000 airplanes. All of these soldiers, on boats and in planes, were risking their
lives to invade Europe and end World War II.The Second World War had been raging for five
years. It had started in 1939 when Adolf Hitler, the leader of Nazi (NAHT-see) Germany, invaded
Poland. Now more than thirty nations were part of the war. The Germans had overtaken nearly
all of mainland Europe. And World War II had become the bloodiest war that ever was.The Allies
were fighting Hitler. But so far, they had almost no troops on the ground in Europe—let alone in
Germany itself. There was only one way the Allies could defeat Nazi Germany and free Europe.
They had to fight—and beat—Hitler on his home ground.But how?First the Allies had to land a
huge army on the coast of France—plus tanks, trucks, and supplies. Then they had to fight their
way inland for 700 miles to reach Berlin, the capital of Germany.For nearly two years, the Allies
planned the great invasion. Millions of people worked on it. Engineers invented new war
machines. Factory workers produced new planes and tanks. Spies fed Hitler false reports. And



nearly two million Allied soldiers trained hard in Britain.Yet the whole invasion could fall apart.
The Germans had built a wall of steel and concrete defenses up and down the coast. Could the
first waves of Allied soldiers break through and gain control of the beaches and exit roads? That
was the only way the rest of the troops could land.If the D-Day soldiers failed, all would be lost.
There was no backup plan. The Allies had thrown everything they had into this one.“D-Day” is a
code word for the day of any major military attack. But when people talk about “D-Day” now, they
mean June 6, 1944. D-Day was a turning point in history—it was the beginning of the end of
World War II.What Was D-Day?What Was D-Day?June 6, 1944In the dark hours before dawn, a
giant war fleet was sailing across the English Channel to France. There were over 5,000 ships
and boats of all shapes and sizes. More than 155,000 soldiers were on board—mostly
American, British, and Canadian. They were called the Allies. Allies means friends joined
together in a cause.Another huge Allied force had just flown over the channel to France, filling
11,000 airplanes. All of these soldiers, on boats and in planes, were risking their lives to invade
Europe and end World War II.The Second World War had been raging for five years. It had
started in 1939 when Adolf Hitler, the leader of Nazi (NAHT-see) Germany, invaded Poland. Now
more than thirty nations were part of the war. The Germans had overtaken nearly all of mainland
Europe. And World War II had become the bloodiest war that ever was.The Allies were fighting
Hitler. But so far, they had almost no troops on the ground in Europe—let alone in Germany itself.
There was only one way the Allies could defeat Nazi Germany and free Europe. They had to fight
—and beat—Hitler on his home ground.But how?First the Allies had to land a huge army on the
coast of France—plus tanks, trucks, and supplies. Then they had to fight their way inland for 700
miles to reach Berlin, the capital of Germany.For nearly two years, the Allies planned the great
invasion. Millions of people worked on it. Engineers invented new war machines. Factory workers
produced new planes and tanks. Spies fed Hitler false reports. And nearly two million Allied
soldiers trained hard in Britain.Yet the whole invasion could fall apart. The Germans had built a
wall of steel and concrete defenses up and down the coast. Could the first waves of Allied
soldiers break through and gain control of the beaches and exit roads? That was the only way
the rest of the troops could land.If the D-Day soldiers failed, all would be lost. There was no
backup plan. The Allies had thrown everything they had into this one.“D-Day” is a code word for
the day of any major military attack. But when people talk about “D-Day” now, they mean June 6,
1944. D-Day was a turning point in history—it was the beginning of the end of World War
II.CHAPTER 1The World at WarGermany was one of the countries defeated in World War I. That
war killed nearly ten million soldiers between 1914 and 1918. After Germany surrendered, its
cities lay in ruins and its economy was in shreds. There were hardly any jobs. People were
starving.Then in 1933, Adolf Hitler, the leader of the Nazi party, rose to power. He stamped out
democracy, making himself the dictator of Germany. Freedom disappeared. Hitler named certain
groups enemies, especially the Jews.The HolocaustAdolf Hitler, the Nazi leader of Germany,
hated the Jewish people. His answer for solving Germany’s problems was to get rid of all Jews.
During the war, Hitler had eleven million people killed, including six million Jews. No one really



understands what made Hitler commit such evil acts. The name given to the killing of these
innocents is the Holocaust.Hitler built up a powerful army with millions of well-trained soldiers.
Their weapons were the best in the world. Then he set plans to conquer all of Europe . . . and
beyond.Without warning, in September 1939, Germany invaded Poland. First, bomber planes
blasted Polish railroads, airfields, and telegraph lines. Then more than a million German ground
troops plowed into Poland with tanks and heavy arms. This kind of attack—bombing followed by
a crush of tanks—is called lightning war. The German word is blitzkrieg, or blitz for short.England
and France immediately declared war on Germany. World War II had begun.England and France
were no match for the powerful Hitler. After Poland fell, German troops crashed through
Denmark, Norway, Belgium, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands. In June 1940, France itself fell to
the Germans. The free world was in shock.On the other side of the world, Japan was overtaking
lands in Asia and the Pacific. Japan signed an agreement with Germany in September 1940.
Along with Italy, the three countries were called the Axis powers.World War II LeadersWorld War
II was fought between groups of nations known as the Axis and the Allies. The major Axis
leaders were Adolf Hitler (Germany), Benito Mussolini (Italy), and Hideki Tojo (Japan).Shown
below are the leaders of the major Allied powers, known as the “Big Three”:CHAPTER 1The
World at WarCHAPTER 1The World at WarGermany was one of the countries defeated in World
War I. That war killed nearly ten million soldiers between 1914 and 1918. After Germany
surrendered, its cities lay in ruins and its economy was in shreds. There were hardly any jobs.
People were starving.Then in 1933, Adolf Hitler, the leader of the Nazi party, rose to power. He
stamped out democracy, making himself the dictator of Germany. Freedom disappeared. Hitler
named certain groups enemies, especially the Jews.The HolocaustAdolf Hitler, the Nazi leader
of Germany, hated the Jewish people. His answer for solving Germany’s problems was to get rid
of all Jews. During the war, Hitler had eleven million people killed, including six million Jews. No
one really understands what made Hitler commit such evil acts. The name given to the killing of
these innocents is the Holocaust.The HolocaustAdolf Hitler, the Nazi leader of Germany, hated
the Jewish people. His answer for solving Germany’s problems was to get rid of all Jews. During
the war, Hitler had eleven million people killed, including six million Jews. No one really
understands what made Hitler commit such evil acts. The name given to the killing of these
innocents is the Holocaust.Hitler built up a powerful army with millions of well-trained soldiers.
Their weapons were the best in the world. Then he set plans to conquer all of Europe . . . and
beyond.Without warning, in September 1939, Germany invaded Poland. First, bomber planes
blasted Polish railroads, airfields, and telegraph lines. Then more than a million German ground
troops plowed into Poland with tanks and heavy arms. This kind of attack—bombing followed by
a crush of tanks—is called lightning war. The German word is blitzkrieg, or blitz for short.England
and France immediately declared war on Germany. World War II had begun.England and France
were no match for the powerful Hitler. After Poland fell, German troops crashed through
Denmark, Norway, Belgium, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands. In June 1940, France itself fell to
the Germans. The free world was in shock.On the other side of the world, Japan was overtaking



lands in Asia and the Pacific. Japan signed an agreement with Germany in September 1940.
Along with Italy, the three countries were called the Axis powers.World War II LeadersWorld War
II was fought between groups of nations known as the Axis and the Allies. The major Axis
leaders were Adolf Hitler (Germany), Benito Mussolini (Italy), and Hideki Tojo (Japan).Shown
below are the leaders of the major Allied powers, known as the “Big Three”:World War II
LeadersWorld War II was fought between groups of nations known as the Axis and the Allies.
The major Axis leaders were Adolf Hitler (Germany), Benito Mussolini (Italy), and Hideki Tojo
(Japan).Shown below are the leaders of the major Allied powers, known as the “Big Three”:
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KMG, “fascinating. i learned a lot and so did my kids. They will not forget much of what was
discussed in this book. Fascinating about how they approached and planned the first attack
against the soviets in france. A storm, the difference between 30 seconds in time and 1000
cows. I always flesh out history books like these with critical thinking lessons and opposing
viewpoints to give my kids a more full grasp on the entire situation.”

Nene, “Great Kids History book. Gave to my 7 year old grandson to read before going to
Normandy. He loved it. He surprised his family when they went to one of the museums and he
recognized a picture he read about in the book. He quickly told everyone who the picture
was.Highly recommend not only this book but any in the series. Great books to give new readers
confidence as they begin to read  chapter books.”

Sibele, “Great book. The book was very good. The book talks about when we're first making the
plans to invade the beaches. Then they made the fake military base which they had inflatable
military vehicles. German planes flew by and they got fake radio messages of them making
ideas to fight in one of the beaches. When the day came they had lots of soldiers going to battle
they fought for hours and they lost about 9,000 men in the gun battle. Then when they took over
them they went inland took many prisoner and saved many from camp. Then later the war ended”

Miranda Hoffman, “Great purchase. I bought this for my history fanatic son. He read it instantly
and used this book as reference for a 5th grade essay he had to write about Dday. Highly
recommend for any elementary reader”

Jessica Burkholder, “Great WWII homeschooling book!. We gave this a 5 star rating because it
was a really good book. It had a lot of detail but was very interesting and kept our attention
through all ten chapters. My 8 year old daughter said she feels like she learned a lot about WWII.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great book for kids AND adults. A wonderful book indeed! Our local
school marching band is traveling to France for the 75th Anniversary of D-Day. Many parents
and teachers wanted to make sure that the students fully understood the significance of this
world changing event and this book gave a very good overview that offered enough solid
information without overwhelming the reader. The photographs were so powerful and really
helped the students gain a greater understanding of the significance of the event. Well done!”

Roderic Rinehart, “Students love this nonfiction series for AR with book levels from 4.5-6.0 and
worth 1 point.. My students are in a 5th and 6th grade gifted class and all really enjoy the entire
series of "Who Was?" "Who Is?" and "What Was?" books for their AR (Accelerated Reader)
goals. These series are all classified as nonfiction, with book level from 4.5-6.0 and they are



worth 1 point.I was glad to find this book because none of my students were even alive for 9/11,
and their knowledge of anything beyond 2000 is almost nonexistent. World War II is fascinating
and the event that truly united the country and propelled our economy to be what it was today.
Oh, and we defeated the Nazis as a bonus.”

Linda Gutermuth, “Gifts for my grandson’s. Gifts for my grandson’s”

Mrs. M. Wharton, “Fab book. Highly recommend these books. Easy to read yet so informative”

Sung Jae Suk, “Who could be politicians?. Through this book, everybody might understand that
the leaders of the countries should be the person who ever tried to keep the countries and its
people.When people have the right to select their service politicians, they should check whether
the  candidates of the politicians have survive mind or not.”

Cliente de Ebook Library, “I like it. I very like rhis book because its very interesant and has good
informarion about this catastrophic event during the world war 2.Thank You”

The book by Patricia Brennan Demuth has a rating of 5 out of 4.9. 923 people have provided
feedback.
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